THE PERFECT LUMBER FOR EVERY PROJECT

Interfor Reserve Pine Paneling

Pine
Interfor Reserve Paneling brings a classic Pine feel to any
interior design - contemporary or traditional. Made from
Central Oregon’s finest Pine, it delivers superior quality,
making it the preferred choice of architects and builders for
paneling and fine woodwork.
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INTERFOR RESERVE PANELING
BEST CHOICE FOR APPEARANCE

BEST FOR QUALITY & PERFORMANCE

Interfor Reserve Pine Paneling is available in a variety of patterns and
adds charm to any architectural style. Its tight knots, rich color and
bright appearance make it the top choice of quality architects and
builders.

Interfor Reserve Pine Paneling features the finest trees from Oregon’s
central plateau, a region that produces some of the best Pine in North
America. The paneling is meticulously sub-bundled and end-capped
to protect the milling quality.

BEST CHOICE FOR ENVIRONMENT
Wood from responsible sources is by far the best building choice,
and Interfor meets the highest environmental standards. Our Reserve
products come from forests in Central Oregon that are selectively
harvested, allowing young trees to reseed and mature naturally.

Pine is relatively unaffected by changes in humidity after drying so
it is ideal for paneling and fine woodwork that requires close-fitting
joints. It machines to a clear, smooth surface, and seasons beautifully
with minimal splitting, cupping or warping.
Pine takes most finishes beautifully, including paint, stain, lacquer and
varnish, and paints and stains do not raise the grain.
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PATTERN &

(actual inches)

(actual inches)

DRESSING*

1x4

23/32 x 3 3/8

Traditional /
Custom

1x6
1x8

PIECES

PIECES

LENGTHS

PER LIFT

(feet)

6

234

8 – 16 PTL

23/32 x 5 3/8

Traditional /
Custom

4

160

8 – 16 PTL

23/32 x 7 1/8

Traditional /
Custom

4

120

8 – 16 PTL

PER
BUNDLE

E&CB/WP-4

5 3/8" - 7 1/8"
5" - 6 3/4"

3 3/8" - 5 3/8" - 7 1/8"
3" - 5" - 6 3/4"

Above are Interfor’s two most commonly run profiles diagrammed in 1x6.
* Reserve is available in a variety of traditional patterns listed in the WWPA Standard Patterns Booklet and can be milled to custom profiles.

Many patterns are reversible, offering a choice of pattern or surface finish in a single panel. (Note: Paneling boards are inspected and graded on
the patterned or face side.)
INSTALLATION AND FINISHING TIPS
• Reserve Pine Paneling is an excellent choice for many applications,
including interior walls, ceilings, soffits, flooring and siding. It can
be installed vertically, horizontally or diagonally.
• Knots should be sealed before painting to prevent them from
bleeding through the finished surface.

• After the Pine has achieved equilibrium moisture content,
and before it is installed, a coating on all surfaces is strongly
recommended to help protect the wood from water penetration.
• Factory finishing, where available, is strongly recommended.

DISTRIBUTED BY:

Interfor is a growth-oriented lumber company with operations in Canada and

INTERFOR

the United States. The Company has annual production capacity of 3.1 billion

PHONE (604) 422-3400

board feet and offers one of the most diverse lines of lumber products to
customers around the world.
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